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Overview
SEACAM viewfinders are extremely bright and make precise
focusing, accurate depth of field control and ideal image composition easier than ever before.
In conjunction with experts from the optical industry we developed these viewfinders for requirements under water. Special
optics show you an up to three times enlarged viewfinder image
in spite of the diving mask and makes image composition
much easier. All viewfinders are easily and quickly removed for
transport, sealed hermetically, easily exchanged without the
need for tools and can be fitted at a later stage.

SEACAM PRO G

SEACAM S180 Sportsfinder

The smallest viewfinder in
the product range has a
precisely adjustable Galilei
optical technology offering a
brilliant view. The SEACAM
PRO G Viewfinder decreases
the viewfinder image slightly
but in spite of the diving mask
shows the entire viewfinder
image and the displayed data.
The camera’s diopter adjustment retains its full function.

The SEACAM S180 Sportsfinder has a straight view, is
light intensive and brilliant
like the S45 Sportsfinder.
With a triple viewfinder image
enlargement and a diopter adjustment of +/– 3 this viewfinder is ideal for a quick and
precise aiming. This viewfinder is also rotatable and can
thus be positioned almost in
the camera’s optical axis.

100% image field with a
25% viewfinder reduction.

100% image field with a
triple viewfinder image enlargement.

SEACAM S45 Sportsfinder
The SEACAM S45 Sportsfinder with the comfortable 45° view
has been the groundbreaking development in underwater photography for 10 years. In spite of having been copied many times,
the SEACAM S45 is unrivalled in its brilliance and image size.
In terms of comfort it offers a substantial advantage not only in
macro photography. Tilting the viewfinder at a 45° angle is the
only way of guaranteeing environmentally friendly photography
even close to the ground. This development which was realized

for the first time for standard viewfinder cameras, enlarges the
viewfinder image threefold, it is light intensive and brilliant and
shows all information true sided in the image margins. Very
practical is the S45 Sports- finder’s ability to be rotated infinitely
with 4 snap locations on the housing for a quick change between
landscape and portrait formats. For those needing glasses, the
sports viewfinder can be adjusted to +/– 3 diopters.
100% image field with a triple viewfinder image enlargement.

